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Headlight Warsun ET60, 300lm, 1x18650, M-USB

Warsun ET60 Headlamp, 300lm, 1x18650, M-USB
The  Warsun  ET60  headlamp  combines  sturdy  construction,  an  efficient  light  source,  and  long  operating  time.  Crafted  from  durable
materials  like  ABS,  TPR,  and PC,  it  offers  water  resistance  (IP45)  and drop  resistance  up  to  1m,  making  it  highly  versatile  for  various
scenarios, from night hikes to repair work.
 
Robust Construction
Constructed from materials like ABS, TPR, and PC, the flashlight ensures product durability. Additionally, it is water-resistant (IP45) and
can withstand falls of up to 1m, making it a reliable choice for night walks, renovations, etc.
 
Efficient Light Source
Thanks to XPG and COB LEDs, the Warsun ET60 headlamp provides a brightness level of 300 lumens. Whether you need to light up a
path during a night run or work under challenging conditions, the ET60 will meet your expectations.
 
Extended Operating Time
With its built-in 18650 battery of 2200 mAh capacity, the Warsun ET60 can work for 6 to 10 hours on a single charge. You won't have to
worry about frequent charging. When needed, recharge its power using a micro USB cable – after about 4 hours, it will be ready for use
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again.
 
Versatility and Convenience
The headlamp allows you to adjust the light angle up to 90° to suit your needs. Additionally, the Warsun ET60 is equipped with a battery
level indicator, enabling you to monitor the device's status. For even greater user convenience, it has a hanging holder, proving useful
during camping, hiking, or workshop tasks.
 
	Manufacturer
	Warsun
	Model
	ET60
	Color
	black
	Brightness
	300 lm
	Material
	ABS, TPR, PC
	Light Source
	XPG, COB
	Battery
	18650 
	Battery Capacity
	2200 mAh
	Operating Time
	6-10 h
	Charging Time
	4 h
	Drop Resistance
	up to 1 m
	Water Resistance
	IP45
	Dimensions
	72 x 72 x 82 mm
	Weight
	125 g

Price:

€ 11.00

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Flashlight, Headlamp
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